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The study of Lie dimension subgroups was stimulated by Sandling [6] 
who, among other things, proved that the nth Lie dimension subgroup 
D(,)(G) coincides with the nth lower central subgroup y,(G) for n < 6. By 
suitably embedding the class-3 counter-example to the dimension subgroup 
conjecture, due to Gupta [ 11, into a nilpotent group G of class 2m + k, m, 
k > 2, Hurley and Sehgal [3] have established that D(,)(G) #y,(G) for 
n B 9, settling negatively the long standing Lie dimension subgroup 
conjecture for these values of n. Using the same construction they further 
deduce that the restricted Lie dimension subgroup D,,,(G) #y,,(G) for 
n > 14. In this note we deduce that, in fact, D,,,(G) # y,(G) also for 
9 <n < 13. In the process, we also make an interesting observation about 
the standard dimension subgroups, namely, in general D,,(G) x y3m+ ,(G) 
for m&2. 
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
For a given group G denote by A (= A(G)), the augmentation ideal of 
the integral group ring ZG. The Lie powers A(“) (= A’“‘(G)) and the 
restricted Lie powers AC”] ( = AC”‘(G)) are defined inductively as 
A”‘=A Ack+l)= (@, A)ZG; A[‘] =A, Ark+ ‘1 zz (ACkl, A), 
where (A , , W) A) (A[“‘, A) denote the additive subgroups generated by all 
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Lie elements (x, y) (=xy - yx) with y E A and XE ACk’, ACkl, respectively. 
The nth dimension subgroup D,(G), the nth Lie dimension subgroup 
DC,,(G), and the nth restricted Lie dimension subgroup DC,,(G) are defined 
respectively as D,(G) = G n (1 + A”(G)); DC,,(G) = G n (1 + A’“‘(G)), and 
D,,,(G) = Gn (1 + AcH1(G)ZG)). 
For each n 3 4, Gupta [l] has constructed examples to illustrate that 
D,(G) # y,(G). For n = 4, we recall the example as: 
LEMMA 1. (Cf. Rips [S]). There, exists a finite 2-group G of nilpotency 
class 3 having elements a, b, c, r such that 
(i) a64= [b, r]-” [c, rlP2, b16= [a, r]” [c, r]-‘, c4= [a, r]’ [b, r]; 
(ii) [a, b]16= [r,a,a14, [b, c14= [r, a,a14, [a, c14= [r,a,a12; 
(iii) b12sc64 = dz4, a128cP32 = di6, a64b32 = d:, where d,, db, d,E 
w{ [a, rl, Cb, rl, Cc, rl}; 
(iv) g = [a, b]‘28 [a, c]64 [b, c]” # 1; g2 = 1. 
The central feature of the Hurley-Sehgal paper is the embedding of the 
group of Lemma 1 as a subgroup of a certain nilpotent group of class 
2m + k, m, k 3 2. We record from their construction, 
LEMMA 2 (Hurley and Sehgal [3]). Let m, k 2 2 be fixed. There exists 
a nilpotent group G of class 2m + k having elements a, b, c E y,,,(G), r E y,(G) 
such that 
6) a64, b16, c4~ [y,(G), y,dG)l; 
(ii) [a, b116, [a, c14, Ch c14e Cyk(G), y,(G), Y,(G)]; 
(iii) b 128c64 _ d64 - p , a’28cp32=di6, a64b32=dz, where d,,, dbr deE 
[Y,(G), YAG)I; 
(iv) g= [a, b]128 [a, c-J64 [b, c]32 # 1; g2 = 1. 
For n 2 1, we define ideals A, (=A,(G)) as A, = (y,(G)- l)ZG. Then 
we have the following: 
LEMMA 3. The following inclusions of ideals hold: 
(i) A, G AC”] ZG for all G and all n > 1; 
(ii) A[“]A[“]cA[ mfn-21 ZG for all G and all m, na2; 
(iii) 3Ac3’ AC”] s A Cn+2J ZG for all n 2 1; 
(iv) /i, AC”] 5 A [” + 21 ZG for all n 2 1 and all 2-groups G; 
(v) As(Ac2], Ac3]) E Ac9] ZG for all 2-groups G. 
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Proof. The statements (i) and (ii) are Theorems A and 3.2 of [2], while 
(iii) is Lemma 2(a) of [4]. To prove (iv) we note by (i) and (iii) above that 
for all u E y,(G). Further, by (i) and (ii), (u - 1)2 E dc4’ ZG, so that (u - 1)2 
dcn7 c Ac”+21 ZG. Thus if the order of u is 2’, then 
2’(u- 1) Ac”‘s A1”+21 ZG 
and, in turn, (u - 1) AC”’ s A[“+*] ZG as required. 
Finally, to prove (v), we first use the identity (x, yz) = y(x, z) + (x, y)z 
and (iii) above to conclude that 
9~l,(A[*~, Ac3’) E 3(Ac2’, 3A, Ac3’) + 9(A[*‘, A,) AC31 
= 3(Ac2’, AC” ZG) + 9(Ac2], AC” ZG) Ac3’ - 
= 3Ac7’(Ac2’, ZG) + 3(Ac2!, A[“) ZG - 
+ 9Acs’(Ac2’, ZG) Ac3’ + 9(Ac2’, Ac5’) Ac3’ ZG 
= A [” ZG. - 
Also, as before, with UEYJG) of order 2’, 27u- l)(Ac2’, Ac3’)s Ac9] ZG. 
Thus (u-l)(d , _ c21 Ac3’) c Ac9’ ZG for all u E y5(G) as was to be proved. 
LEMMA 4. Define Y= & (A[“, AC”) ZG +Ck,lACk’AC’l ZG, i>, 2, 
j, k, I> 3. Then [“y*(G), y3(G)] - 1 c Y. 
Proof Using the elementary inclusions of ideals 
ZGAC”‘~AC”‘ZG+AC”+“ZG, 
ZG(A[“‘, A’q’) E (ALP’, A[“‘) ZG + (A[“+ ‘I, Acy’) ZG 
+(Acp’, ACY+“)ZG, 
we conclude that ZGY = Y. It suffices, therefore, to prove that [[x, y], 
[u, u, w]] - 1 E 0 modulo ZGY. Indeed, by Lemma 3(i), we have 
CC% ~1, Cu, u, WI] - 1 E ZG([x, yl- 1, [u, u, w] - 1) 
c ZG(x-‘y-‘(x, y), Ac3] ZG). 
Let 6 E Ac3’ and gE G. Using appropriately the elementary identities 
(i) (xy, 2) =x(y, z) + (x, z) Y, (ii) (4 yz) = (x, y)z + Ax, 2-1, (iii) (u, x-l) 
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(x,y)=(x-‘Y,x,~)-x-l(Y, x, u), we expand (x- ’ y -‘(x, y), 6g) modulo 
ZGY to obtain, in turn, 
(x-’ y-Y-? Y), &) 
=x -’ y-‘(x, y, &?I+ W’ y-‘, &TN.% Y) 
_ -I -1 
Y  61% Y, g)+x-’ y-k Y,~)g+w’Y-‘,~)g(x, Y) 
+6(x-’ y-l, g)b, Y) 
-(x-‘y-‘,6)(x, y)g+6(x-‘y-‘, g)(x, Y) (mod ZGY) 
CX -‘(y-‘, @(x, Y) g + WJ, 6) y-‘(x, y)g+d(x-‘, g) y-‘(x, y) 
+6x-‘(y-‘, g)(x, x) (mod ZGY) 
EX -‘(k y-‘)(y,x)g-(4x-’ xx, Y)Y-‘i?~k~x-‘k YW 
+&g, y-‘MY, x)x-’ (mod ZGY) 
EO (mod ZGY), by using identity (iii) above. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
[Sharma and Srivastava [7] have proved that [y,(G), y2(G)] - 1 c 
(A[*‘, dc2’) ZG.] 
Finally, the following lemma is straightforward. 
LEMMA 5. For u~y,,,(G) with U’“E [y,(G), yk(G)], we hue 
(i) 2”(u - 1) 5 0 mod(Ai + A,,,,,); 
(ii) 2”+‘(u- l)=O mod(A;1,+A’,,,,); 
(iii) 2”t2(~- 1)-O mod(,44,+A,,,,,), where ,4c,,kj=([ym(G), 
y,(G)1 - 1) ZG. 
THE MAIN RESULT AND REMARKS 
For each m, ka2, define the ideal Q’,,+’ of ZG as follows: 
Q ~m,k~=~:m,k)+~~+~2n,~2,+,+~2,+,~2, 
+A m+lJK+ ~m~,+Jrn + &&4n+,. 
Let g = [a, b]‘*’ [a, cl”” [b, c13* # 1 be as in Lemma 2, with a, b, c E y,(G) 
and r ~y,Jc). Then we prove that g- 1~52(,,~,. 
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We work modulo SZ(,,+) and proceed as in [ 11 or [3]. Expansion of 
g - 1 gives using Lemmas 2 and 5, 
g-l-([a,b]‘**- 1)+([ac]64-1)+([b,c]32-1) 
=128([a,b]-1)+64([a,c]-1)+32([b,c]-1) 
=128{(a-l)(b-l)-(b-l)(a-I)} 
+128(a~‘b-‘-1){(a-1)(b-1)-(b-1)(a-1)) 
+64{(a- l)(c- l)-(c- l)(a- l)} 
+64(a~1c-1-l){(a-l)(c-1)-(c-l)(a-1)} 
+32{(b- l)(c- l)-(c- l)(b- l)} 
+32(b-k’-l)((b-l)(c-1)-(c-l)(b-1)) 
= 128{(a- l)(b- 1)-(b- l)(a- 1)) 
+64{(a- l)(c- l)-(c- l)(a- 1)) 
+32{(b-l)(c-l)-(c-l)(b-1)) 
~(a-1)(b12*c64-1)-(b-1)(a128c-32-1) 
-(~-l)(a~~b~‘-l) 
=(a-l)(d,64-l)-(b-l)(d,f6-l)-(c-l)(dz-1) 
~64(a-l)(d,-1)-16(b-l)(d,-1)-4(c-l)(d,-1) 
3 (a64 - l)(d,-1)-(b16-l)(db-1)-(c4-l)(dC-1) 
s 0. 
Thus g - 1 E QC,,+) as desired. 
Remark 1. With m = 3 and 3 d k d 6, we have g - 1 E Q(,,,, whereas by 
Lemma 2(iv) g # 1. Since 
a (3,k)=/1~3,k)+/i~+/16/i6+k+n6+kn6 
+A ,+k/i:+n,/i,+,n,+/i:n3+k 
cA[~+~] ZG, - by Lemma 3. 
it follows that for 10 <n d 13, DcnI(G) # y,(G). For n = 9, we use m = 3 and 
k = 2. Then we have as before g - 1 E sZC3,,,. Since by Lemma 3 
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and by Lemma 4, A2 (3,z+dMG), YAG)I - Wf=4=dc9’ 2% (by 
Lemma 3). It follows that Dc9,(G) #y,(G). This fills the gap left open in 
Hurley and Sehgal [3] for the restricted case. 
Remark 2. When m = 2, A: g A Ck + 51 ZG, k 3 2 (see, for instance, [ 23 ). 
Thus Qwj g Ack+” ZG for any k 22. It is for this reason that the 
Hurley-Sehgal construction does not yield counter-examples for the cases 
n = 7 and 8. 
Remark 3. Note that for m = k>2, QCm,k, = Q,,,,,E A4”. Thus 
g - 1 E Q,,,,, s A4” and g $ yjrn+ ,(G). It follows that the Hurley-Sehgal 
construction also yields the fascinating fact about the dimension subgroups 
that D,,(G) S Yap+, for m 32. 
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